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Section 1
New and emerging technologies
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Industry 
Before the industrial revolution, most people lived in the countryside outside cities and towns, 
working on the land. As automation led to larger workshops, mills and factories, more people 
moved away from the countryside to find work. Towns and cities grew up around areas of 
manufacturing, and flourished. Output increased, prices fell and generally quality improved. 
Gradually, a society based on consumerism and enterprise developed. People now had money 
to buy goods and services and manufacturing boomed. This same society exists today, although 
there have been a number of changes along the way.

Q1 Which inventions do you feel have significantly changed the way we live our lives? 
Justify your response and compare with other students.

Q2 Which technological developments in agriculture have led to fewer people being 
needed to work the land to produce food?

Q3 How might automation have affected unemployment in industrialised areas? 

Unemployment and workforce skill set
Historially, greater technical advances have signalled that the type of employment available and 
the skills required are likely to change. As villagers and country folk came into towns and cities, 
they had to learn new skills to find work. It is similar today and failure to move with the times, 
develop and updatie one’s personal workforce skill set, could leave you redundant  
or unemployed.

There has always been fear within the workforce that new technologies result in unemployment. 
The truth is actually much more complicated. Greater demand for products originally created jobs 
as machines needed manual labourers, machine operators and engineers to keep them running. 
More recently, with the introduction of intelligent machines and robotic production lines, many of 
these jobs have been lost. The latest fully automated production lines only require a few highly 
skilled engineers to ensure that smooth running is maintained. Additionally, automation leads to 
high levels of safety and quality products.
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46 Section 3 Energy, materials, devices and systems

3

Portability of a power source 
Using power on the move or in remote places is becoming more widely possible and more in 
demand. People like to be constantly connected to their business, family and friends while on the 
move, therefore portability plays a major role in facilitating this connectivity. Battery technology is 
one part of the chain but recharging them is the tricky bit. There has been a surge in the number 
of products that support remote charging including compact, flexible solar cells and micro-
wind turbine generators that can take advantage of flowing rivers as well as air streams. Home 
generators, including biomass versions, are becoming smaller and more efficient, meaning that 
power can be taken to more remote locations that are not connected to the National Grid.

Environmental impact of power generation and storage
The environmental impact of some power generation is obvious, such as the smoke and CO2 
produced from burning fossil fuels, others are more subtle, such as the noise from wind farms 
and the potential harm to migrating birds colliding with turbine blades. The energy and natural 
resources needed to create these generators also needs to be considered, however, on  
balance, renewable energy sources have a much-reduced impact compared to fossil fuel 
powered systems.

Disposal of batteries
Batteries need to be disposed of properly since they contain toxic electrochemicals and some 
metals that can be harmful to the environment. If a battery is disposed of in a landfill site, it will 
degrade over time and the chemicals and metals from which it is made can leach into the soil 
and eventually end up entering the water table and river systems. The result is that the increased 
levels of toxins and metals can cause serious harm to wildlife and potentially humans too. 

 

Case study: WaterLily turbine

This advanced charging device works in both moving air and water. It can recharge devices 
using a USB or 12V charging cable delivering up to 15W of power to charge smartphones, 
battery packs, lights or speakers in areas without any standard power source.

https://waterlilyturbine.com/products/waterlily-turbine

Q3 Other than the CO2 emissions from burning fuel to create electricity, what other 
environmental factors might affect people living near a fossil fuelled power station?
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66 Section 3 Energy, materials, devices and systems

3

Idler gear 
An idler gear is used to change the direction of rotation so that the driven gear goes in the same 
direction as the drive gear. The size of the idler gear does not matter as it just transfers the 
movement from the drive gear to the driven gear.

Bevel gears
These special gears change the direction of drive through 90 degrees. They are used on hand 
drills, some kitchen whisks and numerous power tools.

Rack and pinion
Rack and pinion gears convert rotational motion to linear motion and vice versa. They are 
commonly found on steering systems but can also be seen on pillar drills to raise and lower  
the table.

To calculate the distance a rack gear moves per revolution of a pinion gear we use the following 
calculation:

         Number of teeth on pinion gear         x 1 metre
 Number of teeth on rack gear per metre   

Therefore, if a pinion gear has 20 teeth and a rack gear has 160 teeth per metre then 20 ÷ 160 = 
1/8 metre = 125mm

Q10 If a pinion gear has 30 teeth and rack gear has 120 teeth per metre, how far will the 
rack gear move in half a revolution?
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Raymond Loewy 1893–1986: Example case study

Hailed as the Father of Industrial Design, Raymond Loewy’s influence has touched 
everyone in the modern world and gave the American way of life a distinct identity which 
has travelled across the globe. He said of himself “… I have made the mundane side of the 
20th century more beautiful”.

Loewy was born in Paris to Austrian-French parents and distinguished himself at the age of 
17 by designing the winning model aeroplane in the Gordon Bennett Cup, which then went 
on to commercial success in the following year.

After World War I, he moved to New York and worked as window designer for various 
large department stores as well as working as a fashion illustrator for Vogue and Harper’s 
Bazaar. His first industrial design commission was in in 1929 to redesign the appearance of 
the Gestetner duplicating machine, a design that persisted for the next 40 years. This was 
the first instance of the streamlined look that characterised Loewy’s work which went on to 
include the Greyhound bus, the Coca-Cola bottle, and the GG1 and S1 locomotives.

In the 1930’s, his successful styling of the Hupp Aerodynamic motor car paved the way for 
automotive design to become a legitimate profession. Motor manufacturers began to use 
external stylists like Loewy, who then designed the classic 1953 Studebaker Starliner.

He was quick to realise that a product’s appearance was a saleable commodity and 
his streamlined look became the emblem of western society. He also understood that 
appearance had a knock-on effect on production cost and performance, and enhanced the 
product’s standing in the marketplace: stating that of two similarly specified products, the 
most aesthetically pleasing would be the most successful.

In addition to his automotive designs Loewy was also a prolific commercial artist and 
illustrator with simple but effective graphic designs. Of the many logos he created, he said, 
“We want anyone who has seen the logotype even fleetingly to never forget it.”

Loewy’s ideal of creating beauty through function and simplicity is still in tune with the 
requirements of industrial production today and his work still influences designer and 
consumer decisions. 
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5

Zaha Hadid RA DBE 1950-2016
Known as the ‘Queen of the curve’, Dame Zaha Hadid was an Iraqi-
British architect who often pushed the boundaries between sculpture 
and architecture. In 2004 she became the first woman to receive 
the Pritzker Architecture Prize and went on to scoop the prestigious 
Stirling Prize in 2010 and 2011. In 2016 she was awarded the Royal 
Gold Medal from the Royal Institute of British Architects - the first and 
only woman to have received this accolade so far. Her architectural 
achievements are many and include the London Aquatics Centre 
built for the 2012 Olympics, the Guangzhou Opera House in China 
and Port House, Antwerp, Belgium. 

Heatherwick Studio est. 1994
Set up by the British inventor and designer, Thomas Heatherwick 
CBE, in 1994, Heatherwick Studios have been responsible for a 
growing number of modern icons such as the spun chair and the 
new Routemaster bus. They also took centre stage at the 2012 
London Olympics by creating the magnificent Olympic Cauldron 
composed of 204 copper petals, one for every nation taking part. 
Their influence is undeniably unconventional, as can be witnessed 
in many of their architectural projects, such as the Nanyang 
Technological University Learning Hub, Singapore, and the UK 
Pavilion built for the Shanghai World Expo in 2010 in which the 
acrylic rod structure held 250,000 seeds.

Pixar est. 1979
Having started life as Lucasfilms’ Computer Division, Ed Catmull 
was tasked with developing a number of digital film editing systems. 
In 1982 they completed the first fully computer animated sequence 
in a feature film. In 1986 Steve Jobs bought the company from 
George Lucas and rebranded it Pixar. The famous Anglepoise lamp 
‘Luxo Jr’ won them critical acclaim and an Oscar nomination for 
best animated short film. In 1991 Pixar started work on Toy Story 
for Disney which was released in 1995. Since then they have gone 
on to create some of the most watched animated films including 
Monsters INC, Up, Finding Dory, Inside out and Coco.

Tesla est. 2003
Tesla is an American company based in California, known for its 
world-leading all electric cars and solar charging systems. Built 
around an ethos of harnessing renewable energy to power not only 
transportation, but eventually the home as well, the company have 
invested heavily into research and development. They have created 
solar rooftiles and the Tesla Powerwall, which is a battery pack 
designed to power the home.

In early 2019, Elon Musk CEO stated that Tesla was releasing all 
of the electric car patents in order to ‘accelerate the advent of 
sustainable travel’ to help fight climate change. Both Tesla’s flagship 
vehicle, the Model S and the more affordable Model 3 are in very 
high demand and can travel over 300 miles on one charge.
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Exercises

1. Describe two different design strategies used by designers. [4]

2. Explain the term ‘design fixation’. [2]

3. Describe what is meant by each of the following terms.

(a) Ergonomics [2]

(b) Anthropometrics [2]

4. The drawing below shows an orthographic drawing of a wooden toy building block.

Use an annotated sketch to show an accurate isometric view of the toy wooden  
building block. [4]

5. Explain the difference between primary and secondary data sources giving one  
example for each in your answer.  [4]

6. Give the most applicable presentation technique or drawing style to use for the  
following tasks:

(a) Planning out an electrical circuit. [1]

(b) Designs for a bride to choose a wedding dress. [1]

(c) Flat pack furniture instructions  [1]

(d) 3D view of a product with dimensions [1]

(e) Accurate drawing of a product with dimensions ready for manufacture.  [1]

7. Discuss the use of cheap materials such as corrugated card and masking tape, toile, 
breadboards and components for early prototypes of 3 dimensional products. [6]

8. Name two types of designers that may benefit from using cut and paste techniques  
for their early presentations to clients. [2]

9. Explain how digital media recordings can assist when gathering primary data. [2]

Do not scale
All dimensions in mm 50

25

75
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Cutting and sawing
Saws are used to cut materials and joints to size. The tenon saw, rip saw and cross-cut saw are 
common hand saws that are used for cutting straight lines in wood. The tenon saw is used for 
cutting wood joints and for small section material. Rip and cross-cut saws are used for cutting 
large panels. The coping saw enables curved lines to be followed. The bandsaw is powered and 
can be used for straight cuts and gentle curves through thick and thin material.

Wasting and abrading by hand
Using hand tools to accurately shape wood is a skill that is learned over many years. Accuracy is 
vital and mistakes are easy to make which can be costly. Practice is needed in order to achieve 
the quality that you need at GCSE level, therefore it is recommended that you use some scrap 
wood to become acquainted with the following tools first; especially chisels. Planes can take 
some delicate setting up before they work correctly but it is worth taking time to ensure an even 
cut is made.

Wasting tools Abrading tools

Name Characteristics Image Name Characteristics Image
Smoothing 
plane

Smoothing plane 
removes very thin 
layers of wood, 
smooths and 
flattens along the 
grain

Rasp Like a file with 
very rough teeth 
for fast removal 
of material, 
different profiles 
available

Chisel Different versions 
used with a 
mallet to remove 
wood to form 
rebates and 
recesses

Surform For fast removal 
of material, a 
cheese grater- 
like blade is 
sharp but brittle, 
different profiles 
available

The bandsaw is a powered tool used to cut curved lines through thin material.

Q2 Do some research on saw blades and explain the following: 
a) Tooth pitch b) Kerf

Tenon saw Coping saw Rip saw / Cross-cut saw
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6-2

The pop rivet is the simplest type to use and requires a tool called a pop rivet gun. As pressure 
is applied to the handles of the tool, the pop rivet domes over and the shaft ‘pops’ off leaving 
the deformed rivet holding the materials together. Pop riveting only needs access from one side 
making it easier to use where access is limited or awkward.

Cold-formed rivets use a tool called a snap which helps to set the rivet in place while the other 
end is domed over to form the joint. This can also be formed as a countersunk finish to create a 
smooth surface.

Welding
There are a few different types of welding but they all involve fusing together two metals of the 
same type using a filler. This means that both adjoining surfaces partially melt together becoming 
one piece. The joint is as strong as the parent material.

Common welding methods are oxyacetylene which is a very hot gas flame, MIG (metal inert 
gas) and TIG (tungsten inert gas). MIG and TIG are both electric arc welding methods, where a 
very powerful electric current is used to create the heat.

Brazing
Brazing is a process of permanently joining two pieces of metal together through heating by 
adding a filler material called spelter. The joint is first cleaned with emery cloth to degrease and 
remove any rust or oxide. Then flux is added all around the joint to stop oxidation during the 
heating process and to improve the flow of the spelter around the joint. The joint is evenly heated 
with a gas torch to melt the spelter as it is applied to the joint. If the joint has an even and close 
fit, then capillary action will assist the spelter to flow along the joint. The joint can then be 
quenched and cleaned.

Snap
head

Countersunk
head

Pan
head

Flat
head

Pop
rivet Fitting a pop rivet

Cold-formed rivets
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6-3 

as a mask. This is often done using a printed transparency. Light is shone onto the screen; this 
fixes the photo emulsion that is left exposed and after this, the mask is removed, and the un-
exposed photo emulsion is washed away.

A different screen has to be made for each different colour and jigs are often used to help align 
the screens for printing. To make a print, the screen is laid on top of the substrate, ink is applied 
at the top of the screen and pulled across the screen using a squeegee. Screens can be washed 
and reused.

Colour printing
Commercial colours are based on blending specific amounts of base colours to form the required 
shade or tone. The full-colour printing process uses CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow and key 
[meaning black]) to form colours.

Home printers often have a combined colour ink cartridge containing three colour wells and a 
black ink cartridge. Larger printers and commercial printers have separate inks (usually CMYK).

Companies such as Pantone® produce a huge range of colours that are given a specific 
combination of values for either RGB or CMYK. Digital colours on computers tend to use RGB 
with values for each colour between 0 and 255. Therefore 255, 0, 0 will be process red.

Drawing the ink across whilst making a screen print

CMYK RGB

R: 255
G: 255

B: 0

R: 0
G: 255

B: 0

R: 255
G: 0
B: 0

R: 0
G: 0

B: 255

R: 255
G: 255
B: 255

R: 255
G: 0

B: 255

R: 0
G: 255
B: 255

Q2 How many different combinations of colour are there in the digital RGB system?
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Refining crude oil with fractional distillation
Refining is the process of converting black sticky crude oil into other more usable products 
such as transportation fuel, including petrol and diesel, or oils for machinery. The waste product, 
bitumen, is used as a binder in road surfacing.

Fractional distillation occurs when crude oil is heated in the crude oil distillation unit (CDU). 
This process separates the heated crude oil into many different compounds or fluids using 
condensers. Each product has a different boiling point and condenses at a different temperature, 
thus allowing the multiple condensers to draw the product off separately at different stages.

Q1 Describe how polymerisation is used to make plastics.

Fuel for cars
Petrol

Chemical
manufacture

Naptha

Aircraft fuel
Kerosene

Fuel for cars,
buses and lorries

Diesel

Fuel for ships or
power stations

Fuel oil

Bottled gases
Refinery gases

Cool (25°C)

Hot (350°C)

Heated
crude oil

Small molecules:
Low boiling point

Very volatile
Flow easily
Ignite easily

Large molecules:
High boiling point

Less volatile
Do not flow easily

Do not ignite easily
Bitumen for 

roads and roofs
Residue

The Trans-Alaskan oil pipeline in northern Alaska, USA

Q2 Which plant-based materials can be used to make sustainable plastics?
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The thickness of the material and the size of the individual gathers required will govern the 
spacing and length of the running stitch. Larger stitch length and spacing will create bigger 
gathers. Shirring elastic can be used to gather fabric which creates both fullness and stretch. 
Once the gathered material is spaced as required, it can be sewn onto another piece of material, 
such as a waist band, so that it stays in position.

Under stitching adds a line of stitching to linings or facings to stop them from sliding out from 
the inside of a garment – often used at the neckline.

Additional shaping techniques are described in the grid below:

Darts Tucks Easing

Used to create 3D forms which 
fit the contours of the body and 
/or create shape. Commonly 
used at the waist, bust, hips  
and shoulders.

Used to reduce fullness, 
add structure and create an 
aesthetic feature.

Line(s) of loose straight stitches 
added temporarily during 
assembly so fabric can be 
gathered without visible tucks. 
Used for assembling curved 
features e.g. armholes

Woven and non-woven fabrics can be moulded into 3D forms using steam, heat or adhesive. 
Polymer-based textiles can be formed by heating the fabric to just below the melting point of the 
thermoplastic fibre, forming, then allowing the fabric to cool. This method can be used to create 
textures and elastic fabrics. Milliners use water, steam and heat to form and drape felt.

Adding structure
Interfacing is used to create stiffer, more 
rigid elements to a garment (see Chapter 
56). Different weights of interfacing are 
more rigid than others. Collars and cuffs, 
for example, need more structure than most 
other parts of a garment. 

Highly structured garments such as 
bodices, corsets, bras and crinolines (in 
times gone by) use boning to add rigidity 
and shape to garments. Boning is usually 
incorporated into seams. Strips of boning 
are used to create an internal structure, like 
a skeleton, which fabric can hang from. 

Q4 Why is gathering such a popular technique used in curtain making?

Crinoline used to give shape to the skirt of a 
period costume
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Index

0-9
3D

drawing  115
printing  240, 281

7000 series aluminium  159, 161

A
ABS  225
accelerometer  30
acrylic  86, 89, 252
adhesives

metals  179
polymers  247
timbers  145

aesthetic factors
metals  160
papers and boards  192
polymers  227
systems  259
textiles  300
timber  129

agro-textiles  55
Alessi  106
alloys  82
aluminium  82, 154

anodising  182, 284
annealing  163
annotation  113
Apple  106
applique  318
apprenticeships  14
architrave  135
automation  3
availability

metals  161
papers and boards  194
polymers  229
systems  263
textiles  302
timbers  131

B
bag press  138
balsa  94
batch production  21, 167
batik  316
batteries  44, 255

alkaline  45
disposal  46
EU Battery Directive  255
rechargeable  45

bauxite  154
beams  162
beech  94
belts  64
bespoke production  21
bevel gear  66

bias  313
binding  212
biofuel  43
Biopol  87, 228
biopolymers  219
blanking  174, 175
blow moulding  237
bluetooth  31
board  84

manufactured  95
bonded fabric  91
bond paper  191
boning  312

textiles  298
boxboard  84
Braille  215
brass  82
Brasso  249
brazing  176
breadboard  268
budget constraints  27
built-in obsolescence  255, 303
business

funding  6
privately owned  5
start-up  6

buzzer  69

C
calendering  319
calico  90
CAM, (Computer-Aided 

Manufacturing)  138
cams  62
capacitor  265
carbon-fibre reinforced plastic  53
carbon footprint  32, 34
carbonising  319
carbon offsetting  35, 102
cartridge paper  83
carving  143
casting  167, 174
cast iron  81
cedar  95
cells. See batteries
children  14
chipboard  128
circuit board  268
CNC (Computer Numerical Control)  

138
cold-formed rivet  176
collaboration  110
communication  31
communication technologies  253
components

electrical  68
programmable  70
standardised  19

composite materials  52
compression

of timber  128
computer aided design (CAD)  117

computer aided manufacture (CAM)
metals  168
polymers  240
textiles  307

concrete  52
conductive fabrics  58
conductive inks  51
conductivity

thermal  262
coniferous  93
construction

textiles  55
consumer society  14
contact adhesives  247
continuous production  23
copier paper  83
copper  82, 154
corrugated board  84
corrugation  197
cotton  88
couching  318
counting  74
cracking  221
creasing  209
cross-section  165, 234
crowdfunding  5
culture  16, 100
current  263

amp  266
cutting plotters  205

D
darts  312
data

primary  109
secondary  109

datum  136, 235
deciduous  93
deforestation  9, 123, 292
delay timer  73
demographic movement  4
denier  304
denim  90
depth stop  167
desertification  123
design

decisions  26, 29
developing ideas  112
fixation  109, 111
iterative  109
proposal  26
strategies  110
systems thinking  111
user-centred  110

desizing  319
die cutting  204
digital light processing  241
disabilities  15
domestic textiles  56
dowels  135
draping  313
drawing
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assembly  117
exploded  116
orthographic  116
techniques  115

drop forging  168
Dura Vermeer  29
dynamic forces  157

E
easing  312
ecological footprint

of systems  254
economic migration  4
edge staining  214
effort  60
elastane  289
electrical forces  158
embossing  197

blind  215
metals  175
papers and boards  215

embroidery  318
emerging technologies  2
emery cloth  173
energy

cost  47
generation  39
hydroelectric  42
solar  42
storage  44, 46
tidal  40
usage  35
wind  41

engraving  246
enterprise  5
environment  8
environmental

impact  33, 46
 of metals  155
 of papers and boards  188
 of polymers  221
 of systems  254
 of textiles  301
 of timbers  129

evaluation
design proposal  26

evergreen trees  93
exploded drawing  116
extrusion  240

F
fabric

pile  297
fabrics

conductive  58
fire resistant  58

fair trade  33
feedback loops  73
felt  91
ferrous metals  80, 81
fibres

animal-based  89, 288

plant-based  88 
synthetic  89, 289
vegetable  289

finite resources  7, 9, 289
fire resistance

fabrics  58
flat-pack furniture  140
floating yarns  296
flowchart  71
flow soldering  274
fluoroelastomer  225
flux  176
foil blocking  215
foil-lined board  191
folding  209
followers  62, 63
forces

dynamic  157
electrical  158
metals  157
papers and boards  195
polymers  224
static  157
systems  260
textiles  297
timbers  133

forestry management  124
Forest Stewardship Council  6, 123
forging  167, 168
fossil fuels  40
fractional distillation  220
fuels

biofuels  43
fossil  40
renewable  40

fulcrum  60
functionality

of metals  162
fused deposition modelling  241
future scenarios  29

G
gathering  311
gauge  164, 233
gears  65

bevel  66
compound  65
idler  66
rack and pinion  66

genetic engineering  193
geo-textiles  56
glass reinforced plastic (GRP)  53
global warming  29, 31
godet pleats  311
go/no go fixture  137, 167
Gore-Tex  57
green design  102
gsm  199

H
hardening  163
hardwood  93, 127

Heatherwick Studio  108
heat transfer paper  191
hemming  314
high carbon steel  158
high impact polystyrene HIPS  86
hinges

timber  147
holographic foil  215
human capability  103
hydroelectric  42

I
injection moulding  238
integrated circuits (IC)  70, 263
interfacing  299, 312
Internet of Things  18
ironmongery  147
iron ore  153
isometric projection  115
iterative design  109

J
jacquard  296
Joe Casely-Hayford  106
joining

metals  175
polymers  247
textiles  313
timbers  144

joints  144
just-in-time (JIT)  19

K
Kevlar  57
knock-down fittings (KDF)  146
knurling  172

L
labour  4, 32
laminating

papers and boards  191, 196, 213
polymers  244
textiles  298, 317
timber  128, 134

laser cutting  204, 246
laser sintering  241
lay plans  307
lead time  22, 28 ,306
lean manufacturing  19
levers

classification  60
efficiency  61

Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)  12, 36
light dependent resistor (LDR)  67
light emitting diode (LED)  69
lignin  193
linear motion  59
line bending  239
linkages  62

bell crank  62
reverse motion  62
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lithography  202
load  60
loops  73
low carbon steel  81
LunaTik  5
LYCRA  289

M
mahogany  94
manufacturing

capabilities  28, 104
timescale  27

manufactured board  95, 128
marking out

metals  166
papers and boards  208
polymers  235
textiles  309
timbers  136

mass production  22
material

composite  52, 260
cost  104
extraction  254
modern  48
piezoelectric  50
properties  78
robotic  54
separation  12
smart  48
use  34

MDF  96
mechanical advantage (MA)  60
medical advances  30
mercerising  319
metal

extraction  154
ferrous  80 
non-ferrous  80
refining  155

microcontroller  70, 258
microencapsulation  58, 320
microfibre  56
microns  199
microprocessor  258
migration  4, 16
mild steel  81
milling  173
mining

environmental impacts  155
surface  153
underground  153

minorities  16
modelling

3D  114
frame  205
intermediate  205
test  205

modern materials  48
moisture 

sensor  257
motion

linear  59
oscillating  59
reciprocating  59
rotary  59

motor  259
moulding

blow  237
injection  238
press  239

mouldings  135
moulds  169
movement  59

N
nails  146
nanomaterials  49
natural disaster  29
new technology  5, 15, 28
Nitinol  48
Nomex  58
non-ferrous metals  80, 81, 82
non-finite resources  7, 9
notching  210
not-for-profit organisation  6
nylon  289

O
oak  94
oblique projection  115
Ohm’s Law  266
oil  149
one-off production  21
optic fibre  31
organisations

not-for-profit  6
orthographic projection  116
oscillating motion  59
overlocking  315

P
packaging  12
paint  149
paper  83
paper engineering  209
patchwork  317
pattern  138, 167, 169
people  13
perforations  209
peripheral interface controllers  70
perspective drawing  115
PET  225
PHA  229
PHB  87, 228
photochromic glass  50
photocopying  203
photo etching  269
photo-resist PCB  269
PIC  258
pick and place  274
piezoelectric  50

sensor  257

pig iron  154
pile  297
pine  95
Pixar  108
plating  283
pleating  311
ply  197
plywood  52, 96
polarity  67
pollution  11, 188
polyamide  289
polyester  89

resin  86
polyhydroxy-butyrate  228
polymers

biodegradable  87
reinforced  54
smart  30
temperature responsive  51
thermoforming  85, 86
thermosetting  86

polystyrene  225, 252
expanded  226
extruded  226
high-density  225

polyurethane  225
pop rivet  176
population  8, 31
population movement  16
Porsche  27
power. See energy

battery  44
electrical  44
output  47
portability  46
powering systems  44
storage  46

press moulding  239
primary data  109
printed circuit board  268
printing

colour  201
digital  203
lithography  202
offset  202
screen  200, 285
textiles  318

privately owned businesses  5
product 

analysis  105 
beneficiaries  32

production
batch  21
continuous  23
lead time  22
mass  22
one-off  21

production aids
metals  169
papers and boards  206
polymers  236
textiles  307
timbers  137
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production techniques  19
product miles  292
programmable components  70
Programme for the Endorsement of 

Forest Certification (PEFC)  
123

properties
of metals  157
of papers and boards  190
of polymers  223
of systems  257
of textiles  295
of timber  126
physical  78
working  78

prototype  305
pulleys  64
pulp  186
punch  174
punching  175
PVC  225

Q
quality control

papers and boards  202
metals  167
polymers  235
systems  274
textiles  308
timbers  137

quilting  317

R
rack and pinion  66
rare earth elements  252
Raymond Loewy  107
reactive glass  49
rechargeable batteries  45
reciprocating motion  59
recordings

video and audio  114
recycling  102

metals  156
papers and boards  187
polymers  222
systems  255
textiles  301
tertiary  103

refining  220
metals  155

regenerated cellulosic  289
reinforcing

papers and boards  195
polymers  231
textiles  298

relay  258
remote working  17
renewable energy  40
repetitive timer  73
resistance

ohm  266
resistor  69, 258, 261, 265

colour chart  261
parallel  267
series  267

resources
finite  7, 9, 156
natural  9
non-finite  7, 9

responsible design  34
Restriction of Hazardous Substances  

256
reuse  102
ribs  198, 261

used in textiles  298
rigid polystyrene  225
rivets  175
rotary motion  59
rotary systems  62
routing  138

S
sanding  143
satin weave  296
scales of production  20

metals  167
papers and boards  207
polymers  236
systems  272
textiles  305
timbers  137

schematic diagram  72, 117
science parks  4
screen printing  200, 285
screws

for metals  178
for polymers  247
for timbers  145

seams  313
seasoning  125
secondary data  109
sensor

moisture  257
piezoelectric  257

sewing  311
shape memory alloys (SMA)  48
shellac  149
shift patterns  17
signals

digital and analogue  70
silk  288
singeing  319
sizing  186
sketching  112
slag  154
sliding bevel  136
smart 
 materials  48
 polymers  30
smelting  154
social footprint

metals  162
papers and boards  184
polymers  230

systems  253
textiles  291
timbers  132

society  17
culture  16
ethnic minorities  16
segregation  16

softwood  93, 95, 127
soldering  177, 280, 271
solid white board  84
sources

metals  153
papers and boards  186
polymers  219
systems  254
textiles  288, 290
timbers  122

speaker  259
spelter  176
spot varnishing  213
staff

apprentice  14 
highly-skilled  13
labour  32
wage  14
working hours  17

stain  149
stainless steel  82
standardised design  19
start-up  6
static forces  157
stay stitching  299
steel

high-carbon  158
production  153
tool  158
tungsten  158

stencils  206
stereolithography  241
stitching  312

under  312
stock forms

metals  164
papers and boards  198
polymers  233
systems  265
textiles  304
timbers  134

stripboard  269
Styrofoam  226
sub-assembly

of metals  169
of systems  275 
of timbers  139

sublimation paper  191
surface mining  153
surface-mount technology  264
sustainability  7

metals  156
papers and boards  187
polymers  222
systems  252
textiles  294
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timber  122
switches  67

micro  257
push to break (PTB)  68
push to make (PTM)  68
reed  258
toggle  68

systems 
diagrams  117
thinking  111

T
tapping  177
technical textiles  55
technology

emerging  2
technology parks  4
tempering  163
template  138, 167, 169
tencel  289
tensol-12  247
tentering  320
Tesla  108
Tetra Pak  191, 214
textiles

knitted  92
sports  58
technical  55
woven and non-woven  89

thermistor  67
thermoforming polymers  85, 224
thermosetting polymers  85, 224
threading  177
through-hole components  264
tidal energy  40
timber conversion  124
timer  73
tin  154, 159
titanium  159
tolerance  235

component  265
metals  167
papers and boards  202
polymers  235
systems  265
textiles  308
timbers  137

tool steel  158
tools

metals  173
papers and boards  208
polymers  242
systems  277
textiles  309
timbers  142

topstitching  314
tracing paper  83
transistor  68, 258
transportation  10

costs  10
product miles  10

travel  30

tucks  312
tungsten steel  158
turbines  39

wind  41
turning  138, 143, 172

U
underground mining  153
unemployment  3
upcycling  103

textiles  302
urea formaldehyde  86
urethane  225
UV varnishing  213

V
vacuum 

bag press  134
forming  245

varnishing  149
spot  213

velocity ratio (VR)  61
veneer  149
veneers  95
vernier calipers  136
Veroboard  269
Vertu  27
video conferencing  18
viscose, acetate  289
volatile organic compounds  181
voltage  263

W
wage levels  14
waste  11

WEEE  11
wax  149
weave

plain  90
satin  296
twill  90

weaving
commercial  310

WEEE  11, 256
welding  

metals  168, 176
polymers  238

wet and dry paper  173
wood joints  144
woodscrews  145
wool  89
workforce  13

highly-skilled  13
skill set  3

work hardening  163
working hours  17
woven textiles  89

Z
Zaha Hadid RA DBE  108
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1.1 Impact of new and emerging technologies 

Informing design decisions

1.2 Informing design decisions 

Energy, materials, devices and systems

1.3 How energy is generated and stored 
1.4 Modern and smart materials 
1.5 The functions of mechanical devices 
1.6 Electronic systems 
1.7 The use of programmable components 

Material types, properties and structures

1.8 Ferrous and non-ferrous metals 
1.9 Papers and boards 
1.10 Polymers 
1.11 Textiles 
1.12 Natural and manufactured timbers 
1.13 Contextual practice 

Designing principles

1.14 Investigate social and economic challenges 
1.15 Investigate the work of others 
1.16 Avoiding design fixation 
1.17 Developing design ideas 
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2.1 Design contexts

2.2 Sources, origins and properties

2.3 Influencing selection

2.4 The impact of forces and stresses

2.5 Stock forms, types and sizes

2.6 Manufacturing processes

2.7 Specialist tools, equipment and processes

2.8 Surface treatments and finishes

Materials covered in  
Units 6-1 – 6-6:

6-1  Timbers 

6-2  Metals 

6-3  Papers and boards 

6-4  Polymers 

6-5  Systems 

6-6  Textiles 
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